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The results of thb paper comprise astudy of a special class of combinatorial matrices 
called chainable matrices. The structure and algebraic behavior of these matrices are 
given specific attention. 
0. Introduction 
The intent of this paper is to study a special type of combinatorial 
matrix, the chainable matrix. The structure of this matrix, its algebraic 
properties, and its use as a tool in problem solving are considered in this 
studjr, This matrix is defined as follows. 
Definition. An m X n (0, I )-matrix A is silid to be chainable if 
( 1) 14 has no rows or columns composed entirely of zeros, and 
(2) for each pair of positive entries in 13, say a,, and ctPq, there is a 
ch:tin from a,s to apq y i.e., there is a sequence of positive entries in A, say 
ai1 jl N ai, jz* -.-I Qidi9 so that 
(a)r=il ors=jl, 
(b)i,:=porj,=q, 
(c) jk = jk+, or& = jksl for k = 1, 2, ...Z s - 1. 
Loosely speaking, (2) means it is possible to go from a,, to apq by a 
sequence of rook moves through positive entries in tl. For example 
1 1 0 
0 I 0 
0 F, 1 
are chainable while 
are not. We dienote by 12 (EU, pt) the class of all PPZ X ,p1 chainable matriws. 
These matrices& related to directed and undirected graphs [21, the 
acyclic ma&es e;oarsidwed m the transportation problem [ I], and arc 
utilized in [4] for developing aclass of fully indecomposable matrices. 
Due to th,eir ;applica\bility and their interesting algebraic behavior, it is 
felt that thew matrices deserve aspecial name, as well as a study of their 
structure and their use. Finally, as a matter of convenience, we remark 
that all matrkes considlered herein are (0, 1 >matrices. 
1. The structure of hainall2,le matrices 
In this section, results C:rtxwerning the structure of chainable matrices 
are @en. 
blra 1 .I. Suppose A is im x n (and has no rows or columns of xetos. 
Then A f C(m, n j if and only if there is no pair of petmutation matrices 
Pand Q so klzt PAQ k &e bkwk fotm 
Roof. Of co’tuse, A is chakable if and only if PA Q is chainable for each 
pair of permutation matrices f’ and Q. Thus if the:re is a pair of permu ta- 
tion matricerl P ;:md Q so that 
then as RA Q is not chainable, neither is A. 
Converselv, suppose A is not chainable. Then there is a pair of non zero 
**tries of A, say ~frj and acIB, 
sider By = (aii 
so that {there isno chain from urs to a,, . Cw- 
= I : there is a chain from uTS to aij]. NOW if 0/m = 1 and 
a, $ K, then-a& $ K and dzknt $ K for k = 1, 2, ...p n. Thucs there are 
utation n&rices P and Q so that 
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PAQ= $ ’ 
I I A2 
and hence we have the desired form. 
From this lemma we see that chaina ble matrices are related to bipar- 
ti te graphs. 
Theorem 1.2. Let G(M, IV, T) be the bipartite graph dettrrminec? from an 
m X tl matrix A with M = { 1, 2, . . . . rn), N = { 1) 2, . . . . 11 j and (i, j) E T if 
and only if aii = 1. TJlen G is connected if and only if A is chainable. 
By using this graph-theoretic equivalent of chainable matrices, one 
immediately obtains many results concerning their combinatorial struc- 
ture. For example, 
Lemlrna 1.3. If A is m x n and has no row or column of zeros, then there 
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where each A,, k = 1, 2, . . . , s, are chaina bie. 
From this, it is seen that chainable matrices form the basic building 
blocks for all matrices which have no row or column of zeros. 
Another consequence r sults by considering the following definition. 
Definition. Suppose A is chainable and for each aii = ‘1 it follows that 
A - Eii is not chainable, where Eii is the (0, I)-matrix with a one in the 
0th position only. Then A is said to be min chainable. 
Thus, by applying known results about cormected bipartite graphs, 
the following theorem concerning the structure of min zhainable matri- 
ces is obtained. 
Theorem 1 A If A is m X n an& min chainabje, tr’zen 
(ljifm = 1,A = (1, 1, . ..‘. ‘I), 
(2) if n = 1 ) A = (1 * 1 y . . ..I ‘I )‘, 
(3)ifm> fandn>D 1, there ate permutation ma ttices P and & so t/sat 
where E has precisely one I alnd each of A 1 and A 2 we min chainable. 
Still another form for rnh chlainable matrices exists lfor square ma- 
,tri *,es. This form requires as took the following two lemmas. 
lk~~~trra I .S.lf’ A is min Chaitl’abk, then A has no cycles. 
Proof. If A is min chainable, then, by Theorem 1.3, A = (1, 1, .-., 1) or 
A = (1, 1, *..) i )f or there are ipermutation matrices P and Q so that 
As A, and AZ ax r& chainable, the lemma follows t$ induction. 
Lentana 1.16. If A has at least two 1 ‘S in each row and ~oltimn, then A 6. 
has a cycle. 
ihOOf - Pi& some one, Si!ly Ui, j in A. Then there is another one in the 
same row witb G~,~, , say qJ o k enze there is some other one in the sa:n\e 
column writh l!Zilj2* say Q~. E ‘ontinuing in this manner, we must event l,- 
ally return to a previou?; position from which we obtain a cycle. 
Our form for square imatrices which are min chainable is as follows. 
krem i .I. lf A is n x n and min chainable, then 
’ (‘l)ifn= l,A=(l), 
(2) ifn > ‘I, then the,te are permutation Ewtrkes Pan&J Q so tJzat 
l 
where E, and E, havIe prreck:e!y one 1 with A 2 bein,g (n -- 1) X (n - 1) 
nnd min chainable. 
l Of course, (I) is kmmediate. For (2) we argue that if A has n,o 
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cycles, then A must have a row and a column containing exactly one 1. 
For this, we proceed by indtrc:tion. If M = 2, 1:he observation !s true since 
A must have exactly one 0 entry. If n > 2, then, since A has ro cycles, 
by Lemm& 0. 6 there is a row or a column with exactly one I, say ailjl. 
Consider A ilJl, the matrix obtained from A by deleting the i, row and 
the jr column. Then Aill, has a row and a column with exactly one 1. 
Therefore, A has a row and a column having exactly one 1. Thus there 
are permutation matrices Pand Q so that 
where the first row and the first column each have exactly one nonzero 
entry. If u = 1, then PAQ is not chainable. So (I = 0, and the result is ob- 
tained. 
it is also interesting to note that min chainable matrices may be con- 
structed from smaller min chainable matrices by utilizing the form of 
Theorems 1.4 and 1.7. The arguments are easy and 
A useful combinatorial property about min chai e matrices con- 
cerns the count of the number of entries equal to 1. I art icular, denote 
by N(A) = I;ifUii the number of I’S in A. I311 apply 
about minimilly connected bipartite graphs we have the following two 
lemmas. 
Lemma 1.8. If A is m x n and min chainuble, then N(A ) = m + n - 1. 
Lemma I .9. SU~JMW~ A E C?(m, n). Then A is min chainable if and only 
iJ’N(A)=,m+n - 1. 
A wokrthwhile property concerning the 0 pattern of min chainable ma- 
@ices, as is known from Lemma 1 S, is that these matrices contain no 
cycles. In fact, a much stronger esult can be achieved. 
Theorem 1 l 10. A is min chainable if c;znd only if' A r’s mu acyclic, i.e., w 
A has no cycles, yet for each aii = 6 in A, A f ~5’~~ has a cycle. 
This property can 
aMe matrices. 
now be used to develop a transformat ion on chain- 
beini uppose Oilj, = 0. Consider 
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Theorem I .1 1.. [f A is ckaimabk, .d is chair&&. 
* Proof. Of axme , ,T has no row or column of zeros. Suppose a is not 
chainable. Then, by Theorem 1.3, there are permutation .natrices P and 
Q so that 
Hence 
whiere A i is the size of x1. Now., as aili can not be on a cycle with the 
one in E2, we have a contra iction from which the theorem follows. 
Proof., Note that IV(x) = N(A) = n + m - 1. The result now foliows frolrn 
Theorlem I .8. 
Further, this transformation may be utilized as follows. 
,I?k~d’.. Let d(A, B) = T;i ,’ laij - b j, I, i.e., the number of different entries 
:in A ;Iind B. The proof &en is by induction on &A, B). If &A, R) = 0, 
Ihen .A = B and the theorem hal3s. Thus suppose the theorem holds for 
~111 A ,:ond R with &A, B) C r. Fdow suppose d(A, B) = r. Then some 
tilij f 4' ri'. Without loss of genera&y assume ail := 0 and bij = 1. Consider 
A + E,,i = A^. Then, by Theorem 1.’ 0, A has a cycle containing aij, sa:y I”. 
Konskler the same sequence of components in B. Then some b,, = 0 
ltvith LllP4 in this s&Thus in A, replace aij by 1 and up4 by 0 yf.elding & 
a transformation on A. ow d(A. B) < I and by the induction hypothesis 
there is a sequence of transformation which when applied to .4 yields B. 
The lemma then follows as a co?-sequence. 
as its first COW and 
nd B are chainable, 
d di ~~s~ective~y, so that C and 
en if 
= 1 andd& =Qfsri 1 and j > 1, then by utilizing C” D can be ttans- 
dij = 0, The similar statement con- 
cerning dij = 1 and dki = 0 also hti!ds. Applying this technzque to ,?I- and 
B respectively, e can obtain .z and B so that A” = E = iT. where 3 3 C 
has the property that if a# = 1, then d& f) = 1 and zfi t)j = I for all i 
and j. Further, i 1 with i ‘r 1 and j> 1, then dfi_i,, = 1 , i.e., D is 
formed from 6 by filling in the wcond, third, etc. rows of C with ones 
Ris then yields the result of the theorem. 
The above resultiS indicate that chainable matrices provide an intet- 
esting stratified partially ordere set. N may be utilized to indicate mem- 
bership on various strata while trans rmations may be used to obtain 
any member of a partieul from :iny other member of that 
stratum. Thus, starting at the level (i.e., min chainable), we have a 
means of transversing the set C?(m, n). In the transportation problem, 
these transformation provide a mechanis one moves i’rorn 
vertex to vertex in searchin 
inable matrices 
in this section we show that t x product and Kronecker product 
of ch;ainabHe matrices yield chainable matrices under Boolean addition 
and multiplication. Applications of thzse matrixs are also of concern. 
Roof, Suppose A and B are chainable. Then as A and B have no IWWS or 
columns of ze.:o, neither cfoe~ 43. Suppose that AB is not chainable. 
Then there are permutatikxl matrices P and Q so that 
cl o 
FARIQ= u c2 ’ I I 
where &; is r X s. Parkion 
pA= Al I 1 A2 ’ 
where A il is t X ,tz, and BQ = (B, S,), where B, is n X s. Pick 7’. a per- 
mutation matrix, so ithat 
A II I 1 ps A2 A,, A21 0 A22 ’ I 
where I4 ilI has no r,olumn of zeros and is, say, r x t. Partition 
where &I is t >(: s. Therefore, 
and iytlc_e A *I 42 = 0 which implies that b12 = 0. Now i21 & 1 + ~&~l!&, 4, 
i.e., A2, B,, = 0 and &&, = 0. As A,, has no zero columns, b2, = 
Mso & = 0 and hence neither A nor B is chainable. This yields a con- 
tradiction from which the theorem follows. 
From the above th.eorem we have that, under the operations of matrix 
multiplication, C?(m, w) is a senligroup. oreover, in the proof of’ the 
above theorem a stro:nger resullt: was establishe , namely, e(#n, 81) 
ideal in the semigroup of matrkes with no row or column of zeros. 
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ecsmposable if and 
mble. Thus C satisfies 
d the corollary follows. 
kw Kronecker products of t:h c matrices we have the following. 
Theorem 2.3. r9 and B are &:a Iable. then the Kronecker product 
A is ehainabk. 
oof. Of course, A@ B has no r or column of zeros. Thus pick any 
ers = 1 and cPq = 1 in A @ B, in icular, suppose c,, = axlyl hxly2 and 
$Pq = aw*z* b w2z2. Hence axiyl and awlz, = 1 and hence there is a 
chain in A fro asv,yr to awlzl B , ai2ja, . . . . aisis- Alss there is a 





so the result follows. 
raic 
group under Kronecker product. Another consequence of the theorem 
is as folicws. 
Proof. As in Corollary 2.2. 
FG>r a final use of chainable matrices we consider the following prob- 
lem posed by Harary and Trautir [ 33. Suppose D, is a weak digraph. For 
what digraphs D, is it true that ,D, B D, is weak? For our partial answer 
to this problem we use the f&owing definition. 
. finitian. For a digraph D, denote by M(D) = (Q) tlze incidence matrix 
formed by considering mif = 1 if there is an arc from vertex i to vertex j* 
Tine following two lemmas are utilized in developing our answer to 
this problem. 
lemma 25~ A diyaph D is weak if and anZy if there is no ptmnutation 
.matri_x P so that 
with A F-, and A 2 square. 
hoof. A matter of interpreting the graph-theory language into that of 
matrix tItesry and vice versa 
jtRrnma 2.4. A digraph D is weak b’aad only if M(D) + I is chainable. 
Proof. Suplpose D if not weak. Then, by Lemma 2.5, there is a permuta- 
tion matrix P so that 
A 0 
PM(L)) P” = (-) lI I A ’ 2 
Thus 
P[M(.D) -5 I] P’ = 
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Suppose AI@‘) + I is not chainable. Then there are permutation ma- 
trices P and Q s,o t‘tlat 
P[M(D)+f)Q= . 
Without lass of generality, we may assume 





and PQ = 1. 
I-Ience 
and 13 is not weak. 
With U2se lemmas. 
to the abave problHI1, 
we are now in a position to give a partial answer 
Proof. Su,ppose tha.t for every weak dligraph I), , 11, 8 Ca, is weak. Con- 
sidler a particular weal< digraph D, with 
Tken 
Since D, 6; D, is weak, Lemma 2.5 shows that AI has no row or 
_ columns of zeros. But Lemma 2.6 shows that 
is chainable. Therefore A&D,) BS chainable, 
Conszrsely, suppose M(D2) is chainable and D, wea 
MD,)@ M(D2). If D, @ D, is not weak, there is a trix 
Pso that 
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Y[M(D,)@ M(D*)] P’ = ;;‘I o I I A2 ’ 
By using the fact that M(D2) is chainable, it follows by a direct argument 
that therle is a permutation matrix Q so that 
where B, has the sa:ne dimensions as A ID But again, as M(D2) is chainable, 
this must imply that .!I, is not weak. This yields a contradiction from 
which it follows that D, @ D2 is weak. 
3. Conclusion 
In ConcEusion, we note that the results of Section 2 show that chain- 
able matrices can1 provide a useful tool when applied to particular prob- 
lems. The use of chainable matrices for models of particu 
systems uch as posets, semigroups, etc., should also not be overlooked. 
Further, the relation of chainable matrices to connected bipartite graphs, 
which analogues the relation of irreducible matrices to strongly con- 
nected digraphs, could become 3 fruitful association. 
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